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gang members use a combination of their own and the player's dinosaurs. the player can assign moves to each gang member, each of which are unique. a green head indicates a normal move, while a blue head indicates a super move. the color of the head corresponds with the attribute of the move, but it can
also correspond to the color of a dinosaur's head, with some exceptions; a gang member's ability move is indicated with a yellow head, and their targeting move is indicated with a red head. if a gang member's move is an attack power multiplier on their normal move, it is shown as a red, orange or yellow spiral
around the head. the player can equip (or unequip) a "gear" to their dinoshot, which provides an attribute boost to both the player's dino and the equipped dino. it also provides a rare stat boost to the equipped dino. gears are a bit more powerful than regular moves, but are limited by the number of dinosaurs
the player can equip at once (up to 3). attacks in battle use a priority system based on the number of hits the attack type gets, meaning to see an effect, an attack must match the opponent's by at least two. if the opponent is not defeated by the end of a turn, the attack will complete with an effect, even if the
opponent is already defeated (including multiple effects on the same turn). attack types do not use the same rules, meaning the same sign may be used against different types of opponents, and the same sign may be used against a type of opponent multiple times in a turn to different success. attack types are
mostly consistent, though many more types of attacks are included in the game; for example, a level 1 attack deals double damage and costs two action points. attack types use a relative scoring system, meaning the strength of a type of attack relative to other types of attacks, and that the quality of an attack
is inversely proportional to the cost; type 1 attacks are the strongest, type 7 are the weakest, type 6 attacks are medium-strength attacks, and type 3 are weak attacks. the only known exception is type 9 attacks, which are medium-strength attacks with no cost.
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the alpha gang were away after they had finished their work on the creation of alpha dinosaurs. max and rex went to the past once more. they saw that there are spaces that are not occupied by dinosaurs or by buildings. in that area, they saw a new dinosaur. the time machine was activated, and they went
back in time. when they arrived at a certain period in time, they saw a dinosaur that looked very similar to nodropan. the two dinosaurs were fighting, but they suddenly had a feeling that something was not right. they entered the area and quickly noticed that the dinosaur was still young. after the battle, it

stood up and walked on its hind legs, revealing a reddish face. the dinosaur looked at the two dinosaurs with a mischievous look, and said that it was bored. then, it ran off and disappeared. max and rex saw it was gone, and the two headed back to the present. the d-team, this time including zoe and reese, were
watching the stone tablets glowing once more. they knew that the alpha gang is up to something. once more, max and rex went to the past, alongside with a communication device called a d-watch. after defeating zander (who uses dinosaurs with strength level 1200), rex was captured by dr. z. max then
continued on, with zoe joining the battles at the end of the first part of the story. in the second part of the story, they saw that the alpha gang has been creating fortresses as a protection for their creation of alpha dinosaurs. this time, they created super alpha dinosaurs allosaurus, chasmosaurus, and/or

kentrosaurus. once more, they were defeated and zoe used a centrosaurus, a triceratops and a styracosaurus mastering the three lightning strike to destroy the fortress while the alpha gang fled again. 5ec8ef588b
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